Interview Questions for Robby Gallaty
 “As you study and grow, remember that you are not merely learning for your own benefit, but also for the
benefit of others. Guiding others in their walk with Christ is a joy many overlook. The foremost way to
make disciples is to become a disciple, and the only way to teach others effectively is to continue as a
life-long learner. We are closest to Christ when we are doing what he has commanded us to do, and the
best way to learn is to teach.”

●

Can you briefly describe your life before you came to Christ in 2002?

●

How do you feel that your testimony uniquely equips you to minister?

●

Can a person who hasn’t gone through something radically transformational be an effective
minister?

●

You’re so passionate about disciple-making. How would you define it?

●

How does Bearing Fruit complete the trilogy of books you’ve released about disciple-making?

●

What makes disciple-making so difficult for so many believers?

●

What are some of the fruits that Christians can expect to bear as they grow?

●

What do you think hinders believers from bearing lasting fruit?

●

How did this new CSB Disciple’s Study Bible come to be?

●

What role in disciple-making do you hope this new Bible will fulfill?

●

How does one person’s Bible study help to make someone else a disciple?

●

How is this study Bible different than other study Bibles available?

●

The CSB Disciple’s Study Bible features the Christian Standard Bible (CSB) version. Why do
you believe that translation is a good fit for a discipleship Bible?

●

If you had one simple instruction, a starting point, for believers to begin experiencing deeper
intimacy with Jesus, as well as seeing the fruit of the Spirit, what would that be?
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